A test that integrates the
accuracy and reliability of PCR
tests with the speed and ease of
use of common rapid tests

SELFDIAGNOSTICS SARS-COV-2
RAPID MOLECULAR TEST
Leanest technology and manufacturing.
Fast. Easy. Scalable.

45 min

ROBUST AND RELIABLE
As reliable as laboratory PCR tests.
Allows for identification of SARS-CoV-2 at lower viral loads than antigen tests.
Detects all current SARS-CoV-2 variants (incl. Omicron, Delta).
Lean design and manufacturing.

No
instruments

EASY AND PORTABLE
From sample to result in just 3 steps!
The single-use test is just slightly larger than a credit card.
Just swab and test. Does not require any training.
Easy to transport and store, stable at room temperature.

RAPIDLY SCALABLE
If you can run 1 test, you can run 10,000 tests.
No additional equipment, pods, readers required.
No calibration, no maintanance contracts.

Travelling

Critical frontline workers

Use an unlimited
number of tests
simultaneously

Healthcare workers

Nursing homes

Mass events and more

THE TECHNOLOGY THAT POWERS THE TEST molecular diagnostics Multitest platform by Selfdiagnostics
Establishing a new standard
for rapid tests

Portable and rapidly scalable
single-use tests

The molecular rapid test allows for rapid tests to
confirm diagnosis for the first time in history. This
way doctors can start treatment immediately.

Selfdiagnostics single-use molecular tests require
no capital investment, no additional instruments/
reader/pods necessary. It can be used anywhere
by anyone – there is absolutely no infrastructure or
user training needed. The user is free from expensive
maintenance contracts and calibration requirements.
There are no technological limitations to how many
tests can be run simultaneously – either one or
thousands a day – making it ideal for situations
where the need for testing is large or unpredictable.

Getting reliable results sooner gives more confidence
and enables everyone to be in charge of their own
health.

PCR-grade reliability
Our studies have shown that Selfdiagnostics SARSCoV-2 molecular test’s PPA is 97% when compared
with FDA approved laboratory PCR tests.

Lean and robust Multitest platform
The Selfdiagnostics Multitest platform is engineered
and built lean to withstand any factors that can
cause unwanted variability either in manufacturing
or while using the tests.
The robustness of the Multitest platform allows
for very fast rollout of new test targets using the
same platform - STD Multitest CT/NG and COVID/
Influenza Multitest are soon to follow. The same
technology can easily be adapted for other fields
such as veterinary, agriculture, military and more.

To pre-order:
Selfdiagnostics Deutschland GmbH
Deutscher Platz 5 d | 04103 Leipzig | Germany | Registry code: HRB 28217 | VAT ID: DE287912971
phone: +49 341 355 238 511 | e-mail: leipzig@selfdiagnostics.com

Proudly engineered and
manufactured in Germany
Development and manufacturing set-up has been
continuously supported by the German government
and is in close cooperation with Leipzig Bio-City and
Fraunhofer Institute.

